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L

arger-than-life personalities sometimes are defined
by perceptions rather than reality. Pioneering
evangelists are often portrayed by Hollywood actors,
and mocked by media figures who do not share the
same worldview. In the case of Oral Roberts, the light
his ministry shed on the American landscape sometimes obscures the man.

N

ow, a remarkable memoir from his daughter,
Roberta Roberts-Potts, illuminates the personality behind the healing crusades, international ministry, and landmark university. A portrayal of a father/
daughter relationship written by his previously silent
daughter, My Dad, Oral Roberts provides a gripping
peek into the life of a compelling figure—one of the
20th century’s leading religious and cultural icons.
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ROBERTA ROBERTS-POTTS
is a practicing lawyer in Oklahoma,
who grew up as the youngest daughter of Oral Roberts. She graduated
from Oral Roberts University, with a
Bachelor of Arts in History in 1973
and later, a Juris Doctor, cum laude, in
1987. In 2010, she was asked to serve
on the Board of Trustees of her alma
mater.
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KEY MARKETING POINTS

COMPARABLE TITLES

Subject Matter :
• Being a “PK” (preacher’s kid) carries with it
certain responsibilities and stigmas that other kids
are not familiar with.
• The families of men and women called of God
to special purposes are not immune to the same
trials and tribulations that other families face.
• All men of God, both biblical and modern- day,
are created equally; they all have “feet of clay,”
despite the call upon their lives.

Promotion:
• ICON will promote this title with a marketing
campaign using banner adds, email blast and media sheet promotion, to both our ABA and CBA
sales channels.
• ICON's Marketing Department will develop
and produce news worthy copy, and distribute to
its blogging partners and web affiliates.
• ICON will identify specialty accounts and
market to those, as well.
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